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Students applying to selective colleges understandably want to know, “what does it take to get in?” The answers they receive from admission professionals often sound evasive, disingenuous, even haughty. But the truth is that there is no concrete formula for gaining admission to colleges that have so many excellent candidates. Consider the following thoughts about college admission in general against Lincoln University College in particular.

- Most candidates applying to top schools have the preparation, performance and personal qualities to be successful in a highly competitive learning environment.
- Selective Colleges attract far more qualified students than they could possibly accommodate in their first year classes. The admission process at these schools is highly subjective and arbitrary.
- Applicants to highly selective colleges must confront the prospect that they will be placed on a waiting list or refused admission without concrete reasons. Such an outcome does not mean they are unqualified or unworthy. It reflects the quality of competition for admission.
- But at LUC, in the selection process, involvement with activities, services or work are carefully considered. We look for serious commitment, leadership and earned recognition from peers or adults. We want to enroll people, who will enrich our community with their talents and personalities.
- The appraisal of teachers and guidance counselors influence our decisions. We value intellectual vigor, self-motivation, active participation and the desire to pursue knowledge with creativity and independence.
- We hope candidates will use the required essay as a vehicle to reveal their ideal and opinions, their values and aspirations. We want to know about their thought processes.

As I mentioned, there is no formula for gaining admission into a highly selective colleges. But I hope this has provided some insights into our evaluation of application here at Lincoln. Good luck with the process.

Dr. AMIYA BHAUMIK MA, MBA, PhD
Vice Chancellor

FROM THE DESK OF PRO CHANCELLOR

Lincoln University College (LUC) is a vibrant and diverse academic center focused on teaching and learning and helps to realize innovative knowledge. At LUC, we set very high goals, and our activities have a worldwide impact. LUC brings together world-renowned faculties and students from all over the nation and the world. The dynamic culture and pioneering academic programs of LUC prepare the industrious students for the 21st century careers.

Our alumni, faculty, students, and staffs share a passion for this institution that is beyond any comparison. Intense participation in extra-curriculum promotes collaboration and solidarity. There is a unique level of personal interaction between the student and the lecturer which facilitate the generation of novel awareness to seek new academic prospects, and to learn skills that can turn dreams into realities.

Our programs, services, and quality-of-life facilities are intended to make best use of your potential and help to accomplish the aspirations of life. The assurance of this university college is towards the teaching excellence that improves the academic know-how of the students. It is our hope that we can help to address the challenges faced by the students and provide them with possible strategies. In addition to the accessible coursework the faculty members are aimed at preparing the students with scholarly foundation demanded by today’s - and tomorrows - professional careers, including opportunities for cultural amelioration.

In Lincoln we count more who graduated than who comes in. Our endeavor is to spread the system of education among each and every individual of the younger generation without any discrimination so as to make this world a better place to live in.

DATUK DR HAJAH BIBI FLORINA ABDULLAH
Pro-Chancellor
INTRODUCTION OF LINCOLN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Lincoln University College, Petaling Jaya was established in 2002 as Lincoln College (LC) and upgraded in 2011. Lincoln University College is one of the premier private institutions of higher education approved by the Ministry of Higher Education and Malaysian Qualifying Agency (MQA- National Accreditation Board). The University College is situated in the cosmopolitan town of Petaling Jaya Near Kelana Jaya LRT Station, which is 10 kilometers west from the capital city, Kuala Lumpur.

The founders and administrators of LINCOLN are true academicians who are committed to help the students to achieve their potential in education, research and employment world of this exciting new millennium. They bring together almost fifty years of higher education, post secondary education and language teaching experience. Their backgrounds include teaching, research and professional training. Lincoln’s focus is student centered and student-directed. Our philosophy is that everyone has a claim to education in order to make their life better, advance their career and reach their desired level of personal success.

VISION

To be acclaimed institution of higher learning that is able to cater to the global community.
To be distinguished educational institution that provides world class education for the global market.
To be center of educational excellence that facilitates the unprecedented amassing of knowledge.

MISSION

Lincoln University College, is a multilingual, diverse, multicultural institution of higher education that ensures the intellectual, professional advancement, which is free from all types of limitations, all bondage, all littleness, manifestation of latent power of every human being through morality based on strength and synthesis for reverential ethical, social unity and integrity. Lincoln maintains a proud tradition of research and scholarly activity and prepares its students for career opportunities in a highly competitive, technological and rapidly changing world.

5 REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD STUDY IN LINCOLN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE MALAYSIA

Afford Ability : The Mission of Lincoln University College is to provide excellent quality higher educational opportunities for a diverse student population in a very affordable fee through Lincoln Scholarship and Financial Aids. We provide scholarship in all our offered programs.

Quality Education : Lincoln University college programs are designed with 50% theory and 50% practical or industrial training with qualified and experience lecturer to build and ensure the student success.

Credit Transfer System : Students would have the option of studying at Lincoln Malaysia and obtain UK degree. Alternately, students study part in Malaysia and transfer to any of our partner University in UK, US, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and Europe.

Globalization of Education : Lincoln University College has affiliations and collaborations with reputed universities of the world. We develop opportunities to participate in multi disciplinary projects at the international level and thus students are able to acquire knowledge regarding the global education scenario as well as the global trends of education.

Diverse Opportunity : Lincoln University College aims towards the academic growth of the students and also provides access to the best career opportunities of the world. We offer to our students Bachelor Programs, Post – Graduate Programs and PhD Programs on a diverse range of subjects. Our academic staff focuses on the enhancement of the knowledge and skills of the students, so that they are able to achieve excellence in the global competitive world.
PROGRAMS OFFERED BY LUC

DOCTORATE
- Doctor in Business Administration  KPT/JPS(PA 0984)02/17
- PhD in Information Technology  KPT/JPS(PA 1481)01/17
- PhD in Health Sciences  KPT/JPS(PA 1923)07/17
- PhD in Medical Physiology  KPT/JPS(PA 1924)08/17
- PhD in Pharmacy  KPT/JPS(PA 1927)08/17
- Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Management  KPT/JPS(PA 4303)11/17

MASTER
- Master of Business Administration  KPT/JPS(PA 0797)02/17
- Master in Contemporary Healthcare in collaboration with Hertfordshire University, UK  KPT/JPS(PA 0333)07/16
- MBA in Hospitality Management  KPT/JPS(PA 1479)07/17
- Master in Nursing (Public Health)  KPT/JPS(PA1532)07/17
- Master of Nursing (Midwifery)  KPT/JPS(PA 1530)09/17
- Master in Business Administration (Global Business)  KPT/JPS(PA 1482)11/1
- Master in Nursing (Education)  KPT/JPS(PA 1531)01/17
- Master of Science in Electrical and Electronics Engineering  KPT/JPS(PA 2827)9/18
- Master of Science in Telecommunication Engineering  KPT/JPS(PA 2753)9/18
- Master of Science in Alternative Energy  KPT/JPS(PA 2730)10/18
- Master of Science in Biotechnology  KPT/JPS(PA 3002)12/18
- Master of Computer Science  KPT/JPS(PA 3142)02/19
- Master in Business Administration in Human Resource Management  KPT/JPS(PA 3996)03/19
- Master of Business Administration in Islamic Banking  N/340/7/0455
- Master of Business Administration in Oil and Gas  N/340/7/0430
- Master of Communication  N321/7/0143

BACHELOR
- Bachelor Hons in Business Administration  KPT/JPS(PA 0795)3/17
- Bachelor (Hons) in Nursing in collaboration with University of Huddersfield, UK(Post Registration)  KPT/JPS(A 9169)12/13
- Bachelor of Science (Hons) in Nursing (Post Registration)  KPT/JPS(PA 1529)7/17
- B Sc (Hons) in Contemporary Healthcare 3+0 in Collaboration with Hertfordshire University, UK  KPT/JPS(PA 0332)08/16
- B Sc (Hons) in Creative Computing External with UOL  KPT/JPS(PA 0481)19/16
- B Sc (Hons) in Computing and Information Systems External with University of London, UK  KPT/JPS(PA 0482)09/16
- Bachelor in Business Administration with Marketing External with University of London, UK  KPT/JPS(PA 0577)07/16
- Bachelor in Business Administration with Human Resource Management External with University of London, UK  KPT/JPS(PA 0578)07/16
- Bachelor of Science Business Administration with International Business External with University of London, UK  KPT/JPS(PA 0579)07/16
- Bachelor (Hons) in Hospitality Management  KPT/JPS(PA0794)01/17
- BA (Hons) in Creative Multimedia Technology  KPT/JPS(PA 0796)02/17
- Doctor of Medicine (MD)  KPT/JPS(PA 0927)90/16
- Bachelor of Pharmacy (B. Pharm)  KPT/JPS(PA 1107)02/18
Bachelor of Computer Science (Hons) (Network Technology and Cybersecurity) KPT/JPS(PA 1948)01/18
Doctor of Dental Surgery (DDS) KPT/JPS(PA 1048)10/17
Bachelor of Science (Hons) in Nursing KPT/JPS(PA 1528)3/18
Bachelor of Business Administration in Accounting KPT/JPS(PA 2653)8/18
Bachelor of Science (Hons.) Physiotherapy KPT/JPS(PA 1778)11/18
Bachelor of Engineering Technology (Hons) in Electrical and Electronics KPT/JPS(PA 2685)02/19
Bachelor of Biotechnology (Honors) N/545/6/0043
Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering Technology N/521/6/0088
Bachelor of Civil Engineering Technology N/526/6/0079
Bachelor of Arts in Mass Communications (Honors) N/321/6/0142
B.Sc (Hons) Business Administration With HRM N/345/6/0069

DIPLOMA

Diploma in Multimedia Applications KPT/JPT(A 5133)9/17
Diploma in Hotel and Catering KPT/JPA(A 6782)03/16
Diploma in Nursing KPT/JPS(A 7151)09/16
Diploma in Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) KPT/JPS(PA 0331)08/16
Diploma in Electrical and Electronic Engineering KPT/KPS(PA 7422)04/17
Diploma in Pharmacy KPT/JPS(PA 7917)04/13
Diploma in Accounting KPT/JPS(PA 10713)12/14
Diploma in Medical Assistant KPT/JPS(PA 10997)11/15
Diploma in Physiotherapy KPT/JPS(PA 11020)12/15
Diploma in Computer Science (A 11573) KPT/JPS(A 1829)04/15
Diploma in Business Administration (A 11575) KPT/JPS(A 4638)07/15
Diploma in Aircraft Maintenance Technology KPT/JPS(PA 3995)02/19

FOUNDATION

Foundation in Science (Matriculation) KPT/JPS(PA 0575)08/16
Foundation in Business & Computing (Matriculation) KPT/JPS(PA 11138)07/15

CERTIFICATE

Certificate in Teaching Methodology* KPT/JPS(PA 1527)10/17
Certificate in 3D Computer Animation KPT/JPS(PA 1173)03/17
Post Basic Renal Care Nursing* KPT/JPS(PA 1522)11/15
Certificate in Culinary Arts JPK/701/5/JLD11 (L01962)

SHORT COURSES

Intensive English for Corporate Purpose KKP 0123(12)
Computer Literacy* KKP 0123(12)
Internet* KKP 0123(12)
Microsoft Power Point* KKP 0123(12)
Microsoft Excel* KKP 0123(12)
Microsoft Access* KKP 0123(12)
Internet Application* KKP 0123(12)
Networking* KKP 0123(18)
Visual Basics* KKP 0123(18)
Java Programming* KKP 0123(18)
Building Performance Based Agency* KKP 0123(18)
Managing The Human Resource Department* KKP 0123(18)
Finance for Non Finance Department* KKP 0123(18)
Handling Full Set Accounts* KKP 0123(18)
Kitchen Steward* KKP 0123

Food Store - Keeper* KKP 0123
Theory & Practice of Professional Massage Therapy* KKP 0123(37)
Creative Problem Solving* KKP 0123(37)
Intensive English (Beginning) KKP 0123
Intensive English (Intermediate) KKP 0123
Intensive English (Advanced) KKP 0123

*Only applicable for Malaysian Students
OUR ACADEMIC PATHWAY
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Lincoln University College (Main Campus)

Mayang Plaza, Block A, No 1 Jalan SS 26/2, Taman Mayang Jaya, 47301, Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia.

Tel : +603-7806 3478
Fax : +603-7806 3479

Lincoln University College (New Campus)

No. 2, Jalan Stadium, SS 7/15, Kelana Jaya, 47301, Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan
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Website : www.lincoln.edu.my